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Built-in self-test, fault analysis, manufacturing test, and ATE
With: “A Layout System for Custom VLSI” and “Testing Properties of PLAs”
Ad closing: March 1

April

Test Technology

Official DAC Issue
AT&T’s RISC microprocessor, Intel’s 8386, IBM’s Micro/370, and NTT’s 32-bit microprocessor
With: “The Effect of Modeling on Simulator Performance”
Ad closing: May 1

June

Physical Design

Special ITC Issue
Switch-level modeling, bridging faults, and detectable CMOS faults
With: “Parallel Probe Testing”
Ad closing: July 1

August

Switch-level Testing

October

CAD Parallel Processors

With: “Digital System Reliability,” “Chip-Level Modeling,” and “RAM Self-Test”
Ad closing: November 1

December

VLSI Layout
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